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This textbook offers an introduction to multiple, interdependent transport phenomena as
they occur in various fields of physics and technology like transport of momentum, heat,
and matter. These phenomena are found in a number of combined processes in the
fields of chemical, food, biomedical, and environmental sciences. The book puts a
special emphasis on numerical modeling of both purely diffusive mechanisms and
macroscopic transport such as fluid dynamics, heat and mass convection. To favor the
applicability of the various concepts, they are presented with a simplicity of exposure,
and synthesis has been preferred with respect to completeness. The book includes
more than 130 graphs and figures, to facilitate the understanding of the various topics.
It also presents many modeling examples throughout the text, to control that the
learned material is properly understood. There are some typos in the text. You can see
the corrections here: http://www.springer.com/cda/content/document/cda_downloaddoc
ument/ErrataCorrige_v0.pdf?SGWID=0-0-45-1679320-p181107156
This book presents the foundations of fluid mechanics and transport phenomena in a
concise way. It is suitable as an introduction to the subject as it contains many
examples, proposed problems and a chapter for self-evaluation.
Introductory Transport Phenomena by R. Byron Bird, Warren E. Stewart, Edwin N.
Lightfoot, and Daniel Klingenberg is a new introductory textbook based on the classic
Bird, Stewart, Lightfoot text, Transport Phenomena. The authors’ goal in writing this
book reflects topics covered in an undergraduate course. Some of the rigorous topics
suitable for the advanced students have been retained. The text covers topics such as:
the transport of momentum; the transport of energy and the transport of chemical
species. The organization of the material is similar to Bird/Stewart/Lightfoot, but
presentation has been thoughtfully revised specifically for undergraduate students
encountering these concepts for the first time. Devoting more space to mathematical
derivations and providing fuller explanations of mathematical developments—including a
section of the appendix devoted to mathematical topics—allows students to comprehend
transport phenomena concepts at an undergraduate level.
This book is a research monograph on transport phenomena. The topics discussed are
often mathematically simple, though conceptually complex. The book is written in a
colloquial style which a good teacher uses in the classroom. It originates from the
author's wealth of teaching experience in this area and incorporates suggestions from
colleagues worldwide.
Laurence Belfiore’s unique treatment meshes two mainstream subject areas in
chemical engineering: transport phenomena and chemical reactor design. Expressly
intended as an extension of Bird, Stewart, and Lightfoot’s classic Transport
Phenomena, and Froment and Bischoff’s Chemical Reactor Analysis and Design,
Second Edition, Belfiore’s unprecedented text explores the synthesis of these two
disciplines in a manner the upper undergraduate or graduate reader can readily grasp.
Transport Phenomena for Chemical Reactor Design approaches the design of chemical
reactors from microscopic heat and mass transfer principles. It includes simultaneous
consideration of kinetics and heat transfer, both critical to the performance of real
chemical reactors. Complementary topics in transport phenomena and thermodynamics
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that provide support for chemical reactor analysis are covered, including: Fluid
dynamics in the creeping and potential flow regimes around solid spheres and gas
bubbles The corresponding mass transfer problems that employ velocity profiles,
derived in the book’s fluid dynamics chapter, to calculate interphase heat and mass
transfer coefficients Heat capacities of ideal gases via statistical thermodynamics to
calculate Prandtl numbers Thermodynamic stability criteria for homogeneous mixtures
that reveal that binary molecular diffusion coefficients must be positive In addition to its
comprehensive treatment, the text also contains 484 problems and ninety-six detailed
solutions to assist in the exploration of the subject. Graduate and advanced
undergraduate chemical engineering students, professors, and researchers will
appreciate the vision, innovation, and practical application of Laurence Belfiore’s
Transport Phenomena for Chemical Reactor Design.
Although computer technology has dramatically improved the analysis of complex
transport phenomena, the methodology has yet to be effectively integrated into
engineering curricula. The huge volume of literature associated with the wide variety of
transport processes cannot be appreciated or mastered without using innovative tools
to allow comprehen
Issues in Metal Research / 2013 Edition is a ScholarlyEditions™ book that delivers
timely, authoritative, and comprehensive information about Cast Metals Research. The
editors have built Issues in Metal Research: 2013 Edition on the vast information
databases of ScholarlyNews.™ You can expect the information about Cast Metals
Research in this book to be deeper than what you can access anywhere else, as well
as consistently reliable, authoritative, informed, and relevant. The content of Issues in
Metal Research / 2013 Edition has been produced by the world’s leading scientists,
engineers, analysts, research institutions, and companies. All of the content is from
peer-reviewed sources, and all of it is written, assembled, and edited by the editors at
ScholarlyEditions™ and available exclusively from us. You now have a source you can
cite with authority, confidence, and credibility. More information is available at
http://www.ScholarlyEditions.com/.
Momentum, heat and mass transport phenomena can be found everywhere in nature. A solid
understanding of the principles of these processes is essential for chemical and process
engineers. The second edition of Transport Phenomena builds on the foundation of the first
edition which presented fundamental knowledge and practical application of momentum, heat
and mass transfer processes in a form useful to engineers. This revised edition includes
revisions of the original text in addition to new applications providing a thoroughly updated
edition. This updated text includes An introduction to physical transport analysis including
units, dimensional analysis and conservation laws. A systematic treatment of fluid flow and
heat and mass transport, their similarities and dissimilarities. Theoretical and semi-empirical
equations and a condensed overview of practical data. Illustrative problems showing practical
applications. A problem section at the end of each chapter with answers and explanations.
Complex multiscale systems such as combined free or porous flow regimes and transport
processes governed by combined diffusion, convection and reaction mechanisms, which
cannot be readily modeled using traditional methods, can be solved by multiscale or stabilized
finite element schemes. Due to the importance of the described multiscale processes in
applications such as separation processes, reaction engineering and environmental systems
analysis, a sound knowledge of such methods is essential for many researchers and design
engineers who wish to develop reliable solutions for industrially relevant problems. The main
scope of this book is to provide an authoritative description of recent developments in the field
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of finite element analysis, with a particular emphasis on the multiscale finite element modeling
of transport phenomena and flow problem.
Designed for introductory undergraduate courses in fluid mechanics for chemical engineers,
this stand-alone textbook illustrates the fundamental concepts and analytical strategies in a
rigorous and systematic, yet mathematically accessible manner. Using both traditional and
novel applications, it examines key topics such as viscous stresses, surface tension, and the
microscopic analysis of incompressible flows which enables students to understand what is
important physically in a novel situation and how to use such insights in modeling. The many
modern worked examples and end-of-chapter problems provide calculation practice, build
confidence in analyzing physical systems, and help develop engineering judgment. The book
also features a self-contained summary of the mathematics needed to understand vectors and
tensors, and explains solution methods for partial differential equations. Including a full
solutions manual for instructors available at www.cambridge.org/deen, this balanced textbook
is the ideal resource for a one-semester course.
This book presents balanced treatment of transport phenomena and equal emphasis on mass
transport, momentum transport and energy transport. It include extensive reference to
applications of material covered and the addition of appendices on applied mathematics topics,
the Boltzmann equation, and a summary of the basic equations in several coordinate systems.
'Transport phenomena' offers literature citations throughout so you and your students know
where to find additional material. It contains - Transport properties in two-phase systems;
Boundary-layer theory; Heat and mass transfer coefficients; Dimensional analysis and scaling.
Modeling in Transport Phenomena, Second Edition presents and clearly explains with example
problems the basic concepts and their applications to fluid flow, heat transfer, mass transfer,
chemical reaction engineering and thermodynamics. A balanced approach is presented
between analysis and synthesis, students will understand how to use the solution in
engineering analysis. Systematic derivations of the equations and the physical significance of
each term are given in detail, for students to easily understand and follow up the material.
There is a strong incentive in science and engineering to understand why a phenomenon
behaves the way it does. For this purpose, a complicated real-life problem is transformed into a
mathematically tractable problem while preserving the essential features of it. Such a process,
known as mathematical modeling, requires understanding of the basic concepts. This book
teaches students these basic concepts and shows the similarities between them. Answers to
all problems are provided allowing students to check their solutions. Emphasis is on how to get
the model equation representing a physical phenomenon and not on exploiting various
numerical techniques to solve mathematical equations. A balanced approach is presented
between analysis and synthesis, students will understand how to use the solution in
engineering analysis. Systematic derivations of the equations as well as the physical
significance of each term are given in detail Many more problems and examples are given than
in the first edition - answers provided
Laminar Flow and Convective Transport Processes: Scaling Principles and Asymptotic
Analysis presents analytic methods for the solution of fluid mechanics and convective transport
processes, all in the laminar flow regime. This book brings together the results of almost 30
years of research on the use of nondimensionalization, scaling principles, and asymptotic
analysis into a comprehensive form suitable for presentation in a core graduate-level course on
fluid mechanics and the convective transport of heat. A considerable amount of material on
viscous-dominated flows is covered. A unique feature of this book is its emphasis on scaling
principles and the use of asymptotic methods, both as a means of solution and as a basis for
qualitative understanding of the correlations that exist between independent and dependent
dimensionless parameters in transport processes. Laminar Flow and Convective Transport
Processes is suitable for use as a textbook for graduate courses in fluid mechanics and
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transport phenomena and also as a reference for researchers in the field.
The book that makes transport in porous media accessible tostudents and researchers alike
Porous Media Transport Phenomena covers the general theoriesbehind flow and transport in
porous media—a solid permeated bya network of pores filled with fluid—which encompasses
rocks,biological tissues, ceramics, and much more. Designed for use ingraduate courses in
various disciplines involving fluids in porousmaterials, and as a reference for practitioners in
the field, thetext includes exercises and practical applications while avoidingthe complex math
found in other books, allowing the reader to focuson the central elements of the topic. Covering
general porous media applications, including theeffects of temperature and particle migration,
and placing anemphasis on energy resource development, the book provides anoverview of
mass, momentum, and energy conservation equations, andtheir applications in engineered
and natural porous media forgeneral applications. Offering a multidisciplinary approach
totransport in porous media, material is presented in a uniformformat with consistent SI units.
An indispensable resource on an extremely wide and varied topicdrawn from numerous
engineering fields, Porous Media TransportPhenomena includes a solutions manual for all
exercises found inthe book, additional questions for study purposes, and PowerPointslides that
follow the order of the text.
The fourth edition of Transport Phenomena Fundamentals continues with its streamlined
approach to the subject, based on a unified treatment of heat, mass, and momentum transport
using a balance equation approach. The new edition includes more worked examples within
each chapter and adds confidence-building problems at the end of each chapter. Some
numerical solutions are included in an appendix for students to check their comprehension of
key concepts. Additional resources online include exercises that can be practiced using a wide
range of software programs available for simulating engineering problems, such as,
COMSOL(R), Maple(R), Fluent, Aspen, Mathematica, Python and MATLAB(R), lecture notes,
and past exams. This edition incorporates a wider range of problems to expand the utility of the
text beyond chemical engineering. The text is divided into two parts, which can be used for
teaching a two-term course. Part I covers the balance equation in the context of diffusive
transport--momentum, energy, mass, and charge. Each chapter adds a term to the balance
equation, highlighting that term's effects on the physical behavior of the system and the
underlying mathematical description. Chapters familiarize students with modeling and
developing mathematical expressions based on the analysis of a control volume, the derivation
of the governing differential equations, and the solution to those equations with appropriate
boundary conditions. Part II builds on the diffusive transport balance equation by introducing
convective transport terms, focusing on partial, rather than ordinary, differential equations. The
text describes paring down the full, microscopic equations governing the phenomena to
simplify the models and develop engineering solutions, and it introduces macroscopic versions
of the balance equations for use where the microscopic approach is either too difficult to solve
or would yield much more information that is actually required. The text discusses the
momentum, Bernoulli, energy, and species continuity equations, including a brief description of
how these equations are applied to heat exchangers, continuous contactors, and chemical
reactors. The book introduces the three fundamental transport coefficients: the friction factor,
the heat transfer coefficient, and the mass transfer coefficient in the context of boundary layer
theory. Laminar flow situations are treated first followed by a discussion of turbulence. The final
chapter covers the basics of radiative heat transfer, including concepts such as blackbodies,
graybodies, radiation shields, and enclosures.

These papers stem from the ISOTT Meeting held at Churchill College, Cambridge, from
July 27th to 30th, 1986. Although the sun did not shine so brightly as during the
Cambridge meeting in 1977, the communications and discussions were as lively and
informative and some heat, as well as light, was generated in the presentation of
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differing views. The meeting was conducted in a generally informal way which allowed
maximum time for discussion but the relatively unstructured nature of the debates made
them unsuitable for publication. The amount of editing necessary meant that the printed
version of the exchanges would bear little resemblance to the original, hence their
omission. All the papers presented here have been scrutinized and retyped in a
standard format. However, the diverse interests of ISOTT's members, reflected in the
wide spectrum of the material submitted, made total editorial uniformity an unrealistic
goal. Complete consistency in the use of symbols, abbreviations and units seemed less
important than speed of publication.
The third edition of Transport Phenomena Fundamentals continues with its streamlined
approach to the subject of transport phenomena, based on a unified treatment of heat,
mass, and momentum transport using a balance equation approach. The new edition
makes more use of modern tools for working problems, such as COMSOL®, Maple®,
and MATLAB®. It introduces new problems at the end of each chapter and sorts them
by topic for ease of use. It also presents new concepts to expand the utility of the text
beyond chemical engineering. The text is divided into two parts, which can be used for
teaching a two-term course. Part I covers the balance equation in the context of
diffusive transport—momentum, energy, mass, and charge. Each chapter adds a term to
the balance equation, highlighting that term's effects on the physical behavior of the
system and the underlying mathematical description. Chapters familiarize students with
modeling and developing mathematical expressions based on the analysis of a control
volume, the derivation of the governing differential equations, and the solution to those
equations with appropriate boundary conditions. Part II builds on the diffusive transport
balance equation by introducing convective transport terms, focusing on partial, rather
than ordinary, differential equations. The text describes paring down the microscopic
equations to simplify the models and solve problems, and it introduces macroscopic
versions of the balance equations for when the microscopic approach fails or is too
cumbersome. The text discusses the momentum, Bernoulli, energy, and species
continuity equations, including a brief description of how these equations are applied to
heat exchangers, continuous contactors, and chemical reactors. The book also
introduces the three fundamental transport coefficients: the friction factor, the heat
transfer coefficient, and the mass transfer coefficient in the context of boundary layer
theory. The final chapter covers the basics of radiative heat transfer, including concepts
such as blackbodies, graybodies, radiation shields, and enclosures. The third edition
incorporates many changes to the material and includes updated discussions and
examples and more than 70 new homework problems.
This invaluable text, provides a much-needed overview of both the theoretical
development, as well as appropriate numerical solutions, for all aspects of transport
phenomena. It contains a basic introduction to many aspects of fluid mechanics, heat
transfer and mass transfer, and the conservation equations for mass, energy and
momentum are discussed with reference to engineering applications. Heat transfer by
conduction, radiation, natural and forced convection is studied, as well as mass transfer
and incompressible fluid mechanics. The second part of the book deals with numerical
methods used to solve the problems encountered earlier. The basic concepts of finite
difference and finite volume methods are presented. Other subjects usually covered in
mathematical textbooks such as vector and tensor analysis, Laplace transforms, and
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Runge-Kutta methods are discussed in the Appendices. * Offers comprehensive
coverage of both transport phenomena and numerical and analytical solutions to the
problems. * Includes comprehensive coverage of numerical techniques. * Provides reallife problems and solutions, which are vital to the understanding and implementation of
applications. This work will be welcomed not only by senior and graduate students in
mechanical, aeronautical and chemical engineering, but also for engineers practising in
these fields.
This e-book presents recent advances in research in the field of particulate systems. A
comprehensive background on operations involving particulate materials with a didactic
approach is illustrated. Fundamentals and applications in a variety of multi-phase flow
reactors are explained with a clear focus on the analysis of transport phenomena,
experimental techniques and modeling. The volume spans 10 chapters covering
different aspects of transport phenomena including fixed and fluidized systems, spouted
beds, electrochemical and wastewater treatment reactors. This e-book will be valuable
for students, engineers and researchers aiming to keep updated on the latest
developments on particulate systems.
Over the last century, medicine has come out of the "black bag" and emerged as one of
the most dynamic and advanced fields of development in science and technology.
Today, biomedical engineering plays a critical role in patient diagnosis, care, and
rehabilitation. As such, the field encompasses a wide range of disciplines, from biology
and physiolo
Integrating nonequilibrium thermodynamics and kinetic theory, this unique text presents
a novel approach to the subject of transport phenomena.
Fundamentals of transport phenomena in porous media
Text on momentum, energy, and mass transfer for graduate engineering students.
Presenting engineering fundamentals and biological applications in a unified way, this
book provides learners with the skills necessary to develop and critically analyze
models of biological transport and reaction processes. It covers topics in fluid
mechanics, mass transport, and biochemical interactions, with engineering concepts
motivated by specific biological problems. For researchers in biomedical engineering.
Modelling in Transport Phenomena: A Conceptual Approach aims to show students
how to translate the inventory rate equation into mathematical terms at both the
macroscopic and microscopic levels. The emphasis is on obtaining the equation
representing a physical phenomenon and its interpretation. The book begins with a
discussion of basic concepts and their characteristics. It then explains the terms
appearing in the inventory rate equation, including ""rate of input"" and ""rate of
output."" The rate of generation in transport of mass, momentum, and energy is also
described. Subsequent chapters detail the application of inventory rate equations at the
macroscopic and microscopic levels. This book is intended as an undergraduate
textbook for an introductory Transport Phenomena course in the junior year. It can also
be used in unit operations courses in conjunction with standard textbooks. Although it is
written for students majoring in chemical engineering, it can also serve as a reference
or supplementary text in environmental, mechanical, petroleum, and civil engineering
courses.
Although computer technology has dramatically improved the analysis of complex
transport phenomena, the methodology has yet to be effectively integrated into
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engineering curricula. The huge volume of literature associated with the wide variety of
transport processes cannot be appreciated or mastered without using innovative tools
to allow comprehension and study of these processes. Connecting basic principles with
numerical methodology for solving the conservations laws, Computational Transport
Phenomena for Engineering Analyses presents the topic in terms of modern
engineering analysis. The book includes a production quality computer source code for
expediting and illustrating analyses of mass, momentum, and energy transport. The text
covers transport phenomena with examples that extend from basic empirical analyses
to complete numerical analyses. It includes a computational transport phenomena
(CTP) code written in Fortran and developed and owned by the authors. The code does
not require a lease and can run on a PC or a supercomputer. The authors also supply
the source code, allowing users to modify the code to serve their particular needs, once
they are familiar with the code. Using the CTP code, grid generation and solution
procedures are described and visual solution presentations are illustrated thus offering
extensive coverage of the methodology for a wide range of applications. The authors
illustrate and emphasize that the very general solutions afforded by solving the
unsteady, multidimensional transport equations for real multicomponent fluids describe
an immense body of physical processes. Bringing together a wealth of professional and
instructional experience, this book stresses a problem-solving approach that uses one
set of computational and graphical tools to describe all aspects of the analysis. It
provides understanding of the principles involved so that code improvements and/or
use of commercial codes can be accomplished knowledgeably.
Integrated, modern approach to transport phenomena for graduate students, featuring
examples and computational solutions to develop practical problem-solving skills.
The presence of freely moving charges gives peculiar properties to electrolyte
solutions, such as electric conductance, charge transfer, and junction potentials in
electrochemical systems. These charges play a dominant role in transport processes,
by contrast with classical equilibrium thermodynamics which considers the electrically
neutral electrolyte compounds. The present status of transport theory does not permit a
first prin ciples analys1s of all transport phenomena with a detailed model of the
relevant interactions. Host of the models are still unsufficient for real systems of
reasonable complexity. The Liouville equation may be adapted with some Brownian
approximations to problems of interact ing solute particles in a continuum (solvent>;
however, keeping the Liouville level beyond the limiting laws is an unsolvable task.
Some progress was made at the Pokker-Planck level; however, despite a promising
start, this theory in its actual form is still unsatis factory for complex systems involving
many ions and chemical reac tions. A better approach is provided by the so-called
Smoluchowski level in which average velocities are used, but there the hydrodyna mic
interactions produce some difficulties. The chemist or chemical engineer, or anyone
working with complex electrolyte solutions in applied research wants a general
representa tion of the transport phenomena which does not reduce the natural
complexity of the multicomponent systems. Reduction of the natural complexity
generally is connected with substantial changes of the systems.
Transport PhenomenaEquations and Numerical SolutionsWiley-Blackwell
Comprehensive Materials Processing provides students and professionals with a onestop resource consolidating and enhancing the literature of the materials processing
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and manufacturing universe. It provides authoritative analysis of all processes,
technologies, and techniques for converting industrial materials from a raw state into
finished parts or products. Assisting scientists and engineers in the selection, design,
and use of materials, whether in the lab or in industry, it matches the adaptive
complexity of emergent materials and processing technologies. Extensive traditional
article-level academic discussion of core theories and applications is supplemented by
applied case studies and advanced multimedia features. Coverage encompasses the
general categories of solidification, powder, deposition, and deformation processing,
and includes discussion on plant and tool design, analysis and characterization of
processing techniques, high-temperatures studies, and the influence of process scale
on component characteristics and behavior. Authored and reviewed by world-class
academic and industrial specialists in each subject field Practical tools such as
integrated case studies, user-defined process schemata, and multimedia modeling and
functionality Maximizes research efficiency by collating the most important and
established information in one place with integrated applets linking to relevant outside
sources
"Professor William J. Thomson emphasizes the formulation of differential equations to
describe physical problems, helping readers understand what they are doing - and why.
The solutions are either simple (separable, linear second order) or derivable with a
differential equation solver."--BOOK JACKET.
Boundary element methods (BEM) have gained wide acceptance in the areas of engineering
analysis related to potential problems and elasticity. These techniques are also being
increasingly used for the analysis of heat and mass transfer problems, and more recently in
flow analysis or momentum transport. The widespread use of the method is due to a number of
its advantages, such as a reduction of dimensionality for linear differential equation, ease of
coding and smaller memory requirements, high accuracy and computational efficiency.
Further, the method has undergone rapid developments which have expanded its domain of
applications. The descriptive use of the method for the solution of problems encountered in the
areas of transport phenomena has been, however, confined to journals and edited
monographs, as textbook coverage has not been available. The purpose of this work is to
provide a textbook which fills this gap. The book will provide the reader with a complete
understanding of the basis of the method and the capability to numerically solve a wide range
of transport phenomena problems, especially in heat and mass transfer. The book can be used
as a stand-alone textbook for a one-semester course on this subject, or could be used as a
supplement to the traditional transport phenomena texts in a regular course to reinforce the
numerical aspects of the subject. The book can also be used as a self-study tool for
researchers involved in engineering analysis. Thus, the novices in BEM will benefit from the
clarity of presentation, while the experts in the art of modeling will find the breadth of
applications very useful. The organization of the book comprises of two sets of topics: (i)
numerical methods of solution of ordinary and partial differential equations, covered in
Chapters 4 to 9; (ii) applications to transport processes, covered in Chapter 10 and 11.
Chapters 1 to 3 provide the introductory material. A number of examples are provided
throughout the text to illustrate the ideas and methods of the solution.
Analysis of Transport Phenomena, Second Edition, provides a unified treatment of momentum,
heat, and mass transfer, emphasizing the concepts and analytical techniques that apply to
these transport processes. The second edition has been revised to reinforce the progression
from simple to complex topics and to better introduce the applied mathematics that is needed
both to understand classical results and to model novel systems. A common set of formulation,
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simplification, and solution methods is applied first to heat or mass transfer in stationary media
and then to fluid mechanics, convective heat or mass transfer, and systems involving various
kinds of coupled fluxes. FEATURES: * Explains classical methods and results, preparing
students for engineering practice and more advanced study or research * Covers everything
from heat and mass transfer in stationary media to fluid mechanics, free convection, and
turbulence * Improved organization, including the establishment of a more integrative approach
* Emphasizes concepts and analytical techniques that apply to all transport processes *
Mathematical techniques are introduced more gradually to provide students with a better
foundation for more complicated topics discussed in later chapters
A clear, user-oriented introduction to the subject of computational transport phenomena, first
published in 1997.
Advanced Transport Phenomena is ideal as a graduate textbook. It contains a detailed
discussion of modern analytic methods for the solution of fluid mechanics and heat and mass
transfer problems, focusing on approximations based on scaling and asymptotic methods,
beginning with the derivation of basic equations and boundary conditions and concluding with
linear stability theory. Also covered are unidirectional flows, lubrication and thin-film theory,
creeping flows, boundary layer theory, and convective heat and mass transport at high and low
Reynolds numbers. The emphasis is on basic physics, scaling and nondimensionalization, and
approximations that can be used to obtain solutions that are due either to geometric
simplifications, or large or small values of dimensionless parameters. The author emphasizes
setting up problems and extracting as much information as possible short of obtaining detailed
solutions of differential equations. The book also focuses on the solutions of representative
problems. This reflects the book's goal of teaching readers to think about the solution of
transport problems.
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